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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Add stiffeners, holes, and connections in beams using Advance Steel
Prepare fabrication documents
Use MWF (By StrucSoft Solutions) for stud wall detailing
Prepare erection drawings

Description
This class will explain how Canam Group integrated Advance Steel detailing software to detail
steel beams in light gauge stud walls for the firm’s multi-residential projects.
We will cover how to:
•

create light gauge stud walls and header beams with MWF software developed by
StrucSoft Solutions, a Revit add-in

•

detail light gauge stud walls efficiently with MWF

•

import/export header beams from Revit software to Advance Steel software

•

detail the connections of the wall header beams, with user connections in Advance Steel

•

add stiffeners, bent plates and holes

•

use the verification tools available in Advance Steel and highlight the benefits of using
these 2 compatible software systems to prepare the shop drawings

•

prepare the documents for fabrication, like computer numerical control (CNC), DXF for
plates, bolt list, single parts, and cut list for studs

• produce the erection drawings using Revit.
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Introduction
Prefabricated stud wall is a new product added to Canam Group’s offer three (3) years ago. This
new product requires two software to produce the shop drawings from a 3D model. The shop
assembly of a stud wall is a mix of light gauge material and structural steel. Revit is used as a
base for our main model for walls and steel pieces placement. As for the shop drawings, two (2)
different software are used: MWF for light gauge and Advance Steel for structural steel.

Why use two software for one product?
Our stud wall panels are composed of two main parts: the header beam and the light gauge
studs. Those components are generated in Revit combined with MWF. We can then use this
platform to do the shop drawings of the panel itself since MWF is a software specialized in light
gauge elements. However, it is not possible to complete the detailing part for header beams. To
produce those shop drawings, Advance Steel is used. It is highly compatible with Revit, and it is
easy to retrieve the part done in Revit: all header beams, with the right shape and length, are
imported in Advance Steel to complete the detailing part. So, getting started in Advance Steel,
means basic information are already input and checked.
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Getting started on Revit & MWF (By StrucSoft Solutions)
First step getting started on a project, is modeling the wall panel including the header beam on
Revit & MWF platforms. However, as mentioned above, only the studs detailing part will be
completed.

MWF (BY STRUCSOFT SOLUTIONS) add-in

There are many ways to accomplish the work, but here is our preferred method to generate light
gauge stud wall panels:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Create generic walls including all their openings
Set location of panel joints
Manage which assembly of studs will be used in corner joint
Insert posts where required
Create a template for each type of wall required and associate them to generic walls
Generate studs in generic panels
Create shop drawings and cut lists

Create generic wall with Revit
All of our stud wall panels are built with a “generic wall” from wall tool

in Revit. These generic

walls are used to add all doors
, windows and openings
in the panel, as in a conventional
project. This step is used as background for upcoming steps.
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Panel joints location is defined and then added at the right place with Revit’s split command.
This will give us the number of panels in a project.

Corner rule
After creating all generic panels, you have to set corners rules. You can add a corner rule that
will be used throughout the project or you can add many corner rules, according to your needs.
Basically, this rule will tell which assembly of studs will be used to build the corners.
There are three steps to create and associate that rule to a corner joint:
1- Create the rule
Done only once during the job. It’s a folder where you sort the types of assembly wanted
for the corner joints.
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2- Set which assembly of studs will be used in that rule
There is a bank of typical corner assembly to choose from. New ones can be created if the
ones needed are not available. This step is also done only once during the job.

3- Apply it to panels
Once the rule is created and set, it can be applied on corners. It’s a simple step as all is
needed is to select which wall this rule is applicable to and launch the command as shown
above. An arrow symbol appears showing which wall is the main one. In our case, the
longest wall has always priority over the shorter one, but it can be set differently. This basic
rule can be managed in the software. If there are exceptions, change them on the spot
(Walls > Set Main Wall > Select the wall).
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Posts
A post is an assembly of studs used on each side of an opening or to substitute a structural
column in the panel. Each assembly has a typical mark (P1, P2, P3, P4, etc.) and all that needs
to be done is to set the assembly required at a location, for example: each side of an opening.
Like the corner rule, it’s an element that needs to be set before generating the studs in the
panel. When generated, it will appear properly.

Example of posts schedule

Example of posts at an opening

To apply a type of post to an opening, select it and launch the command as shown below. Then,
choose the type of post needed.
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Stud wall templates
You will find all the information about the composition of the panel in the stud wall templates.
There is a huge quantity of information that can be set-up. Here are some examples:
- Stud, cripple stud, track & bridging profile
- Prefix of your panel mark
- Adjustment at top and bottom of studs
- C/C of studs & bridging
- Shape of the header beam
- Door & window header profile
- Window sill profile
- Etc.
A Good practice is to modelize templates in the Revit file, besides the building. It’s an easy way
to take a look at your template’s content. In the image below, template names are “S1, S2, (…),
S8”

Wall panel templates

As there is too much information regarding template set up, it won’t be necessary to go any
further. A whole class could be dedicated to it. However, once each template needed for a job is
set, there are two steps to respect for applying them to the panels: identify your Revit walls and
create a template map between your Revit walls and MWF templates
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Identify Revit walls
First step, once templates are done, is to simply identify each panel as “S1, S2, (…), S8”.
Select the generic wall drawn by Revit- wall tool
the templates, as shown below.

and split under different names, ones fitting

Template map
Last step before generating your studs, is to create a link between your templates and your
generic walls. Use the option in MWF add-in, called “Template Map”.
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Quick create
At this point, everything is set-up in the generic wall. It contains all the requested information:
•
•
•

Which template should be used
Which post is required at each sides of the opening
Where/how joint will be treated

The last step allows you to see the results: select the generic panel and press the magic
button “Quick Create”
. Everything previously set up will appear.

Rename your panel
When generating elements in the panel, an automatic mark is attributed to the wall. To change
it, MWF has a tool named Renumber panel(s) by selection in the Panel tab. It allows changes in
the prefix of the mark and the number.
Further on, we will see how to easily associate the header beam mark to the wall.

Shop drawings
Almost to the finish line: shop drawings! Still
one little step to do: making sure all
elements in the wall have their marks.
To do so, select the wall and select the
option Add member distribution, as shown in
the figure. In the properties tab, change the
structural mark of the header beam to fit with
the mark of the wall. Simple reason: it will be
easier to associate the header beam with the
right wall in the shop.
Select the Wall panel drawing option in the
drawings tab of MWF. It’s possible to select
one or many walls at a time depending on
the needs. It’s also possible to manage
which information is needed on your
drawings and to set them where wanted. In
our case, shop drawings are basically
always set this way.
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Cut list
In parallel, each time a shop drawing is created, a cut list for the shop, made with Revit
schedules option, is automatically filled. This schedule takes some information linked with wall
and stud families.

Erection plan
Just like cut lists, the erection plan is built in parallel to the steps of creating stud wall panels.
Once a layout showing the floor’s generic walls is done with Revit tools, marks of stud wall
panels automatically appear each time a panel is generated with MWF. And because header
beams are included in panels when they leave the shop, there is no need for another header
beams’ erection plan. However, it's possible to generate this kind of plan with Advance Steel as
well.

Studs are not generated

Studs are generated
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Export header beams from Revit & MWF (By StrucSoft Solutions)
Once everything is done in Revit, we can recover all header beams
created in Revit and export them in Advance Steel to detail them. In
order to do so, you’ll need to install a free add-in in Revit.
The way it works is not complicated. Select the elements you want to
export and click on Export in the Advance Steel Extension tool. It will
create a .smlx file you can save on your computer server. In this case,
we created a 3D view containing only the elements we wanted to
export, which are posts and header beams. Posts are taken as
reference only because, sometimes, where there is a post above a
header beam, it may take a stiffener in the header beam to reinforce
it.

3D Revit view for exporting elements
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Complete the model in Advance Steel
Part of the project is ready to be sent to the shop, but what about header beams? Advance Steel
is a structural detailing software perfectly compatible with the header beams of this panel and all
that’s been done in Revit can be recovered and completed in the Advance Steel platform.

Import header beams in Advance Steel
Importing a .smlx file on Advance Steel is as simple as exporting a
.smlx file from Revit. Go to Export & Import tab and select Import
button, then select the .smlx file created earlier. Please note this
method is one way. If you want it to work both ways, you must use
the Synchronize option by pushing the elements on live from Revit
to advance and vice versa.

Connections
In Advance Steel, there are two types of connections available. The first ones are those in the
Connection Vault. The vault has a huge bank of typical connections in structural projects. These
connections are also “intelligent”, meaning they can be adapted to different situations since
many parameters are included in it. The second one is User Connection. As the name says,
these connections are built by the user and they are mainly used when the connection needed is
not available in the Connection Vault. It is also the type of connection we use to reproduce our
own typical connection for the header beams.
For more information on the Connection Vault , refer to the Stiffener topic as its bank of
connection is used to draw them. For the moment, let’s concentrate on User Connections.

User Connections
Advance Steel allows to create as
many connections as needed. Save
them on computer drivers for use in
all your projects. Just make sure to
use catchy name that will remind you
of the connection’s purpose. A nice
feature is the preview of the user’s
connection bank helping with finding
the right one. The only drawback is
this kind of connection doesn’t have
parameters like the ones in
Connection Vault. In that case, you
have to create an exact reproduction
of your connection which may not fit
on a different shape of beam.
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Stiffeners
Sometimes, stiffeners may be needed to reinforce the beam when a post is above a header
beam. This is why posts are imported as reference in our Advance Steel model: it’s easier to
place them at the right location. As previously mentioned, stiffeners are available in Advance
Steel’s Connection Vault. You can manage a lot of parameters to make the connection as
preferred.

Holes / Shear studs / Bolts / Anchor
What do theses four elements have in common? They are included in the same command,
under a switch button, and it’s the same steps to draw them.

Bolt

Anchor

Hole

Shear stud

UCS system
In Advance Steel, it’s really important
to understand you need to play with
the UCS to set these elements in
place. The basic rule is drawing on X
& Y plans and the Z represents both
positive and negative sides. In the
Advance Steel tool palette, there is
tab with tools to manipulate the UCS
depending on the need. For
example, to draw two lifting holes on
the top flange of the beam, UCS
system must be set as the following
image.
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Draw a hole
You can add a hole once the UCS is correctly set and
the switch button is turned on Hole option. Placement
options are to the right of the switch button, simply
pick one and click on the insertion point.
A good tip to locate a hole is to use the command line (L on keyboard) of AutoCAD to
draw some construction lines. Same as the connections, many options are available to set
it.

Bent plate
Our header beams, in exterior
panels, always have a bent
plate underside the top flange
to provide a screw backing for
a layer of gypsum board fixed
in the shop.The “standard”
way of drawing a bent plate is
to use the Unfolded beam tool
in Home tab. It asks you to
pick 3 points, as well as a
start and an end point. Then,
parameters like the thickness
or the radius of your plate can
be managed.
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In this particular case, it’s a typical piece, therefore always the same, and it has a typical name.
To make this process easier, a piece was added in the structural section list. This offers the
opportunity to draw it the same way as we draw a beam: picking two points and the piece
appears with its typical dimensions. It’s also possible to set a typical name, as shown here as
the “screw plate”, also appearing in the BOM of the shop drawing.

Weld
Once the bent plate is drawn, it’s very important to add a weld, otherwise the object will
not appear on the shop drawing. As an added bonus, the weld will properly appear on the
shop drawing with the right information. Note the weld is represented in the model by a
pink cross, and there is a properties tab to be set as needed.
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Verification tools
It is easy to get lost in a model when you are in a large-scale project with many
elements, and can forget some of them. In fact, if you forget a weld, as mentionned
above, the object will not appear on the header beam shop drawing.
There are two very useful tools, available in Advance Steel tool palet tab to avoid this kind of
problem: “Display objects connected in shop” and “Display connected objects”.

Display objects connected in shop
This one, as its name mentions, puts all objects connected in shop on a main part
(header beam in this case) in red. Say you forget to add a weld on a bent plate, it will be
easy to see it.

Bent plate is welded on header beam

Bent plate is not welded on header beam

Display connected objects
Along the same lines, there is a tool showing the objects connected in shop and on site.
This tool will help verify if the connections are working properly.

The two header beams are connected

One angle in the connection is not welded
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What else?
In the same tab, there is an option to select the elements in red
to remove the red color
once done.

and there is an option

Numbering
Once header beams are detailed, add marks on
main and single parts with the Numbering
function in Output tab. There are two ways to
do it: make a partial numbering by selection or
no selection. In that case, every objects in your model will
get a mark. We prioritize the method without selection,
making it impossible to forget an object in the model, so if
an object already has a mark, it will remain.
When launching the command, an options window pops up.
You can manage the start number of your marks, the
increment and the method of numbering, as shown here in
the figure. Once the numbering is done, a report appears,
showing the object’s marks. Note by double clicking on on a
line, the location of the object will be shown on the screen.

Change the assembly mark
As already mentioned, in this kind of project,
the header beam mark should fit with the panel
mark especially as it has to fit with the bill of
material in the panel’s shop drawing. For
example, if the panel mark is W1001, the
header beam mark should be SB1001. When
the numbering is launched, the number is
randomly assigned. To change it, open the
beam properties in Naming tab, and overwrite
the Assembly mark.
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Production documents
When everything has been added on header beams and marks are all set-up, it’s time to
generate our different production documents: main & single part drawings, NC files, DXF for
plate files and field bolt lists. All options for those documents are in the Output tab.

Main parts
Main parts represent shop drawings for assemblies
which is our header beam drawings. Here are steps to
obtain them:
1- Make a selection of the header beams for which a
shop drawing is required.
2- Select Drawing Processes tool
3- Open the 5th tab which is for
Assemblies - Selected
4- Select your shop drawing template
Note: Here, we made a selection of the objects for which
we want a shop drawing. If you don't want to make a
selection, drawings will be generated for all main parts
in the model. In this case, it’s not desired because we
are creating shop drawings by division, so the project is
still in progress when we start to produce shop
drawings.

Single parts
Single parts represent shop drawings for each object
added on the header beam. Here are the steps to obtain
them:
1234-

Don’t make any selection in the model
Select Drawing Processes tool
Open the 2nd tab which is for Singleparts - All
Select the desired shop drawing template.

Note: Here, we get a shop drawing of every single part in
the model, it’s the opposite of the main part as far as we
don’t make a selection.The reason is simple: it’s too
easy to forget to select little pieces; and it doesn’t matter
if the model is in progress because the single pieces are
repetitive in this kind of project. So, each time we make
main part shop drawings, we launch the command to
generate all single pieces shop drawings too. If the drawing of an object already exists, it
won’t overwrite it, but if it’s new it’ll create it.
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NC File & DXF for plates
With Advance Steel, you can easily
generate your own NC and DXF files. Once
again, you can select objects, and if not,
the software will make files for the entire
project. In a project which has header
beams, favor the selection method because
it is sent by divisions.
The method is quite simple,
the first step is opening NC &
DXF settings, write the file
extension wanted. Note that
in the NC settings tab, doing
a NC file, it will use an .nc1
as extension, but if doing
DXF for plates files, simply
erase the extension. Then,
select the object wanted and
launch the NC command or
the DXF for plates command.

Lists
Advance Steel allows to produce many
types of list (beam list, assembly list,
shipping list, and saw list, etc.). In a project
which has header beams, we are using the
field’s Bolts List which contain a complet list
of bolts that must be sent with panels on
site. The software already contains a
template for it, but you can create a new
one, as shown in figure. Once more,
proceed by selection as demonstrated with
shop drawing or NC files, as the information
is sent by divisions. Again, if no selection is
made, the list will include all the field bolts
of the project.
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Document manager
Now we know how to produce every
documents for fabrication, but where
can we see them?
In fact, all these files are sorted in the
Document manager. This is where
you need to go to clean your shop
drawings or add some elements like a
weld or a dimension.
The preview window can be helpful to
get a quick view of what the file looks
like. If you need to modify it, you have
to open it. You can also manage the
color status of the drawings, as shown
below, to see what has already been done. If an object is modified in the model, the
Document manager will show that an update is required, as per figure below.

Status color indicator

Update required
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